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1. Executive Summary
For several years, the annual NACO Report on Angel
Investing Activity in Canada has provided a perspective
on the key statistics and trends in the visible Canadian
Angel capital market as measured by the activity of
Angel groups. This new NACO report is the first to
consider the wider early startup investment ecosystem
in Canada, examining the contrasting perspectives
of its key players. It draws on and integrates the
results of surveys administered to 10 incubators,
17 accelerators, 24 Angel groups, 8 venture capitalists
and 54 entrepreneurs, as well as other data collected
by NACO as part of the Angel investing activity studies.
The report covers 2014 data, and it is intended to be
an annual study.
Participants were asked for their views and experiences
on a set of common topics as well as some questions
specific to their own situation. This report first presents
the findings of each survey, followed by an identification
of the areas of agreement and a discussion of the areas
of divergence.

Incubators and Accelerators
Most incubators/accelerators have multiple formal
relationships with other players in the ecosystem
and with corporate partners. Relationships between
universities and Angel groups are most common with
incubators. Universities are the most popular with
accelerators, and universities are the most significant
sourcing partners for both incubators and accelerators.
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The highest levels of interest were in the first-generation
product and early-growth stages of a startup, with
incubators more likely to have an interest in companies
in the R&D and prototype-development stages.
Incubators accepted about 22% of applicants in 2014
and accelerators about 18%. The periods of residence
varied significantly, with only about one-third having
a standard time period. About 45% of graduating
companies were expected to receive equity funding.

Angel Groups
All the Angel groups have formal relationships with
other members of the ecosystem, with incubators
and accelerators being the most common partner and
being seen as the primary sourcing partners, followed
by universities.
They reported having funded 466 investments in
their firms’ lives, 169 of these in 2014, with average
acceptance rates of around 8%. They provided deal
details for 125 of the 2014 deals. Individual investments
ranged from $15,000 to $2 million, with the median
investment being $122,500.
In choosing investee firms, past entrepreneurial
experience and being a serial entrepreneur were seen
as the most important criteria for selection, followed by
participation in an incubator or accelerator. The quality of
management was also seen as a key screening element.

Venture Capitalists

Cross-Respondent Analysis

Venture capitalists (VCs) tended to focus on a relatively
small number of industries (between two and five
each) with the most frequent being Life Sciences and
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT).
Most had formal relationships with other organizations,
most commonly with accelerators.

When responses were examined across the participating
groups, there were some interesting divergences among
their opinions.

They were most interested in companies in the
early-growth and accelerated-growth stages. Of 2,160
applications in 2014, 11 were accepted for investment,
less than 1% of applicants. While the actual value
of deals varied considerably, they made an average
investment of $1.7 million per deal.

Entrepreneurs
A very high proportion of the respondents (50%) were
from the ICT industry, followed by Life Sciences and
Services. Most had been in operation for less than four
years and reported having three or fewer employees
and members of the management team.
Over 60% had joined an incubator, and 20% had joined
an accelerator, with most reporting getting significant
value from their interactions with the incubator/
accelerator. The most important areas of value were the
provision of basic facilities, the network and community
opportunities, access to external professionals, and
industry-specific programs.

Entrepreneurs and incubators/accelerators all agreed
that access to the network and community is very
important, with entrepreneurs and incubators each
ranking provision of basic facilities the most important
(though accelerators ranked this much lower).
However, there were significant differences in other
areas. Several of the services seen as important by
incubators/accelerators (such as business mentoring
and investor introductions) were ranked much lower by
the entrepreneurs. In contrast, services seen as not so
important by incubators/accelerators (such as access
to external experts and industry-specific programs)
were ranked much higher by the entrepreneurs. The
entrepreneurs’ most-mentioned request for services
from incubators/accelerators was for more companyspecific training.
When comparing the views of entrepreneurs, Angel
groups and VCs, there was agreement on the
importance of providing advice; however, entrepreneurs
ranked the provision of a director as more important
than did the Angel groups and VCs.

The most frequent source of funding was self, family
and friends (65%), followed by Angel groups and
government grants.
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Conclusions

Looking Forward

This preliminary study has provided useful insights into
the behaviours and interactions of the key players in the
early investment ecosystem for fast-growth startups
in Canada. It has highlighted areas of common views
between the key players as well as some significant
differences in how service providers and their service
recipients view the relative value of services provided.

This study is a new initiative by NACO that has
provided some interesting information and perspectives
on the early investment ecosystem in Canada. Based
on the insights from this study, NACO will be modifying
the study approach and survey methods to build
on this initial work and gain additional insight to the
investment ecosystem.
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2. Introduction and Methodology
A. Introduction
Accelerators, incubators, Angel investors and venture
capital (VC) firms all play a crucial role in the Canadian
entrepreneurship ecosystem by supporting the
development of early-stage companies in a variety
of roles, providing guidance, resources and financial
support. The goal of this report is to give a better view
of successes and challenges that exist for building
early-stage support ecosystems that effectively help
high-growth, knowledge-based startups in Canada
succeed through the various stages in their
development lifecycle.
The Report on Support for Early-Stage Canadian
Companies for 2014 in Canada has been conducted
by the National Angel Capital Organization (NACO).
Key aims are to document the extent to which different
combinations of capital and strategic partnerships
between the various players in the startup ecosystem
help entrepreneurial firms grow and to examine the
effectiveness and relevance of the different tools and
resources used by these organizations to position
themselves with entrepreneurs. NACO produced the
survey instruments to collect both investment and
qualitative data and, with the methodology and design
of the survey instruments being approved by the
Project Steering Committee.
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The report is intended to serve the needs of key
stakeholders, including:
•

Funding partners

•

Participants

•

NACO members

•

Ecosystem partners

B. Methodology
1. The Research Questions
The report responds to five research questions:
1.

What services are provided to startups by
incubators and accelerators, and which are (rated
by respondents as) most important?

2.

What services are provided to startups by Angel
investor groups, and which are most important?

3.

What services are provided to startups by venture
capitalist firms, and which are most important?

4.

Are these services/value-adds congruent with the
requirements of the Canadian startups, as identified
by the startup participants in the study

5.

What are the strengths and weaknesses of the
current early investment ecosystem in Canada,
based on the findings?

2. The Survey Instruments and Subject Groups
The research study developed and administered four
surveys, one for each subject group that, taken together,
represent the early investment ecosystem:
1.

Incubators and accelerators

2.

Angel investor groups

3.

Venture capital firms

4.

Entrepreneurs with startups

The aim of the study is to identify key statistics and
trends in the Canadian entrepreneurship ecosystem
in Canada. The four survey instruments used for this
report can be found at http://www.nacocanada.com/
naco-academy/research/.
Each survey includes specific questions relevant to
each of the four subject categories. Given the limited
difference between accelerators and incubators, we
used one survey instrument to target both of these
groups. Accelerator/incubator survey questions examine:
(1) general characteristics of the accelerator/incubator;
(2) operational characteristics of the accelerator/
incubator; and (3) extent and value of interactions
between the accelerator/incubator and startups. NACO
invited 28 accelerators and 12 incubators to complete
the survey, with 17 accelerators and 10 incubators
completing the survey (response rate of 60% and
83% respectively).

Angel group survey questions examine: (1) Angel group
characteristics; and (2) data on Angel investments,
which includes pre-investment, post-investment and exit
information. NACO invited 40 Angel groups to complete
the survey, with 24 completing Part One of the survey
(response rate of 60%) and 15 completing both parts
of the survey (37.5% response rate).
Venture capitalist (VC) survey questions examine: (1) VC
firm characteristics; (2) extent and value of interactions
between the VC firms and startups; (3) investee startups’
exit information; and (4) extent and value of interactions
between VC firms and incubators, accelerators and
Angel groups. NACO invited 65 VC firms to complete
the survey, with 8 completing the survey (a response
rate of 13%).
Startup/entrepreneur survey questions examine:
(1) startup characteristics; (2) extent and value of
interactions between startups and incubators and
accelerators; and (3) startup financing information.
Startups were invited to participate in the study
through a variety of sources that included emails from
industry associations and advisors, with 54 completing
the survey.
All four surveys include questions that address the
following themes: (1) the extent and basis of interactions
between respondents and other players in the
entrepreneurial ecosystem; (2) the selection criteria
for choosing startups to support or fund; and (3) the
perceived value and impact of support that startups
receive from other players in the ecosystem.
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3. Limitations of This Study
The survey samples, while broad-based, are quite
small, particularly with respect to the VCs and the
entrepreneurs. Thus, caution should be taken in
generalization of the results. In addition, all respondents
did not provide responses to all questions,
further reducing the sample size. Where possible,
the sample size for particular questions is shown
in the study findings.
In addition, as is common in the first iterations of
surveys, there were a few areas where responses
indicated a lack of clarity in some questions. This will
be corrected in future surveys.
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3. Incubators and Accelerators – Survey Analysis
A. Summary
Responses were received from 10 incubators and 17
accelerators. Most respondents had multiple formal
relationships with other players in the ecosystem, with
relationships with universities and Angel groups being
most common with incubators, and with corporate
partners and universities being the most popular
with accelerators. Universities were identified as
the most significant sourcing partner for incubators
and accelerators, as well as being a major source of
education support. Both received financial support from
federal and provincial governments; however, universities
were more likely to fund incubators than accelerators.
For both incubators and accelerators, the highest level of
interest in the stages of evolution of a startup were in the
first-generation product and early-growth stages, with
incubators more likely to have an interest in companies
in the R&D and prototype-development stages. Mature
businesses generally were not of interest. In selecting
participants, both considered the innovation of the
product/service and the quality of the management
team to be the most important selection criteria.
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Incubators accepted about 22% of applicants (299) in
2014 and accelerators about 18% (410). The period of
residence varied significantly in both, anywhere from
six to 24 months, with only about one-third having a
standard period. Incubators reported “graduating”
156 participants in 2014 and accelerators 167. After
graduation, most incubators/accelerators tracked the
development of the companies, providing mentorship
and alumni events.
Overall, incubators and accelerators expected about
45% of the participants to receive equity funding.
Typically, the first-round funding ask from an incubator
participant was below $300,000, with most asks
from accelerators being over $300,000, and several
over $500,000.

B. Background
Forty organizations were contacted and were requested
to provide information about their startup support
activities. For the purposes of this study, we have
assumed that incubators aim to nurture the development
of early-stage entrepreneurial companies, helping
them survive and grow during the startup period, when
they are most vulnerable; whereas the accelerators
aim to grow the size and value of a company as fast
as possible, likely in preparation for an initial round of
funding. However, responding organizations were asked
to self-identify as one or the other. Responses were
received from 10 incubators and 17 accelerators.
In general, incubators had a slightly more local focus,
with accelerators more likely to have a national scope.
About half chose their business location based on
personal location or links with supporting bodies.

1. Formal Relationships
Almost all the incubators (9 of 10) and accelerators
(16 of 17) had formal relationships with other types of
organization. Table 3.1 shows the relative frequency
of relationships with different types of organization
for both incubators and accelerators.
The majority of both incubators and accelerators had
relationships with universities, syndicate partners,
Angel groups and VCs, with a slightly different ranking
between each. For incubators, universities and Angel
groups were most frequent; whereas for accelerators,
the most frequent were corporate partners and then
universities.

Table 3.1: Incubators’ and Accelerators’ Relationships with Other Organizations
(incubators n=9, accelerators n=16)
n (incubators) = 9

n (accelerators) = 16

Type of Organization

# Incubators
with Relation

% Incubators
with Relation

# Accelerators
with Relation

% Accelerators
with Relation

Angel Groups

8

89%

11

69%

Venture Capital Firms

6

67%

12

75%

Universities

8

89%

14

88%

Corporate Partners

6

67%

15

94%

Other

1

11%

7

44%

None

0

0%

0

0%
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Respondents were also asked to comment on the value
of the relationship with each of these partners. Table 3.2
shows the values most frequently mentioned for each of
the partners. For incubators, universities were seen as
the most important partners for sourcing and education,
with Angels seen as most useful for syndication
partnerships and for financing. Corporate partners were
less often seen to have high value. Accelerators saw
universities and VCs as the most important sourcing
resource, with both corporate partners and universities
being seen as the most significant education partners.

Table 3.3 shows the techniques used by incubators
and accelerators to promote awareness of their firm
and its services. Notably, the most mentioned is word
of mouth, with pitch competitions being more popular
with incubators.

Table 3.2: Value of Relationships with Other Organizations
(incubators n=9, accelerators n=16)
Incubators

Accelerators

Type of
Angel
Partnership Groups
Partner

Venture
Capital
Firms

Universities Corporate
Partner

Angel
Groups

Venture
Capital
Firms

Universities Corporate
Partner

Sourcing
Partner

5

5

8

3

7

11

13

5

Syndicate
Partner

6

2

1

3

8

10

0

5

Education
Partner

5

4

6

4

4

7

10

11

Co-investor 3

4

1

3

6

10

0

5

Financing
Partner

5

4

2

3

6

7

1

6

Other

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

4

Table 3.3: How Do Incubators and Accelerators Improve Market Awareness
(incubators n=9, accelerators n=17)
Technique

% Incubators
Reporting

Ranking for
Incubator

% Accelerators
Reporting

Ranking for
Accelerator

Word of mouth

100%

1

100%

1

Pitch competition

89%

2

53%

6

University contacts

56%

3

76%

2

Government contacts

56%

3

71%

4

Meetings organized
by incubator

56%

3

76%

2

Internet search

56%

3

65%

5

Online portals

44%

7

53%

6

Other

1%

8

6%

8
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2. Interest in Specific Stages of Firm Evolution
Respondents were presented with a six-stage model of
startup evolution and were asked to select the stages of
most interest. Their responses are shown in Figure 3.1.
In almost every case, there were differences in the
stages of most interest, with only one respondent
stating that stage was not a consideration for interest.

For both accelerators and incubators, the highest levels
of interest were in Stage 3 (first-generation product) and
Stage 4 (early-growth). As might be expected, more
incubators than accelerators had an interest in Stage 1
(R&D) and Stage 2 (prototype-development); however,
both exhibited a lower interest in Stage 5 (acceleratedgrowth), and few were interested in mature businesses.

Figure 3.1: Stage Preference
(incubators n=9, accelerators n=15)
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C. Operations
3. Sources of Funding

1. Identification and Selection of Participants

Most participants received funding from multiple
sources, typically two or three for incubators and three
or four for accelerators. The most frequently received
support was from federal and provincial governments,
while universities were more likely to fund incubators
than accelerators. The relative occurrence of the
different sources is shown in Table 3.4.

Survey respondents all use multiple sources of
participant selection, an average of about four sources
each. As Table 3.5 illustrates, the most widely used
method was online application, closely followed by
hosted events. Alumni referrals were slightly more
frequent than board referrals.

Table 3.4: Incubator and Accelerator Sources of Funding
(incubators n=9, accelerators n=17)

Table 3.5: Sources Used by Incubators and Accelerators to
Identify Potential Startups (incubators n=9, accelerators n=17)

Incubator

Accelerator

Incubator

Accelerator

Provincial Government

89%

53%

Federal Government

67%

53%

Online Application

100%

88%

Referral from Alumni

67%

88%

Universities

56%

12%

Referral from Board

56%

59%

VC/PE Firms
Other Larger Entity

44%

35%

82%

24%

Accelerator/Incubator
hosted Event

89%

22%

Returns made from Investments

44%

24%

Some Industry Event

89%

76%

Non-Government Party

44%

59%
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As shown in Table 3.6, the relative importance of
selection criteria for participants was quite similar,
with both incubators and accelerators ranking the
innovation of the product or service and the quality
of the management team most highly, generally
followed by the business model and product traction,
with the most significant differences being the
unimportance of customer traction for accelerators and
of the management team size for incubators. Notably,
crowdfunding history was unimportant for both. To the
degree that management team size was considered,
a single management team member was sufficient for
most incubators, while two to three members were
preferable for accelerators.

2. Application and Acceptance Rates
In total, the incubators received 1,340 applications in
2014, of which they accepted 299, an acceptance rate
of 22%. Accelerators received 2,510 applications and
selected 410, an acceptance rate of 18%.

3. Program Structure
The majority of programs varied in program length, with
only about one-third of either incubators or accelerators
having a standard period of participation for all
participants. Length of participation varied significantly
across all, ranging from about six to 24 months, with 24
months being the period most often reported.

Table 3.6: Relative Importance of Selection Criteria for Participants
(incubators n=10, accelerators n=17)
Incubator

Accelerator

1

Innovation of
product/service

Innovation of
product/service

2

Management
team qualification

Management
2
team qualification

3

Customer traction

Business model

3

4

Business model

Product traction

4

Product traction

Revenue/
Employee growth

5

Other

Management
team size

6

7

Revenue/
Employee growth

Other

8

Crowdfunding
history

Crowdfunding
history

8

9

Management
team size

Customer
traction

9

5
6

1

7
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The number of mentors/instructors/consultants available
to startups varied widely, from two to more than 30.
There were significant differences in the number of hours
provided by incubators, with most providing between
10 and 75 hours and three reporting more than 300
hours provided. Accelerators provided between 35
and 75 hours, with two providing about 200 hours.

For incubators, receiving funding and significant
revenue/market share growth were the most common,
with committee review and completing a set period in
the program also being broadly used.

4. Graduation and Funding Success

While not all participants provided data, collectively,
incubators reported 156 graduates in 2014 and
accelerators reported 167.

There was little consistency across participants on how
they defined and evaluated successful graduation from
their programs.
Accelerators most often defined success as one or more
of: receiving funding, acquiring a contract, or significant
revenue/market share growth.

In terms of companies that did not graduate, about 25%
of incubators would allow them to continue, with 31% of
accelerators requiring re-application. (In four programs,
all companies are viewed as graduates.)

Most incubators/accelerators reported that virtually all
of their participants received some form of funding
during their participation. Table 3.7 shows the major
sources for each.

Table 3.7: Sources of Funding for the Participants of the Incubator
and Accelerator Programs (incubators n=9, accelerators n=14)
Incubator

Accelerator

Angel Investors

100%

93%

Venture Capital Firms

56%

79%

Our Accelerator/Incubator

44%

29%

Grants/Government
Funding

89%

93%

Other

0%

0%
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In terms of typical first-round external funding, incubator
participants fell into two groups: those seeking less
than $100,000 and those seeking about $300,000.
For accelerators, most were looking for around
$300,000, with a significant number reporting an ask
above $500,000. Table 3.8 summarizes the situation.
Overall, most incubators/accelerators expected 30
to 60% of companies to receive Angel/VC/Private
Enterprise investment, with an average of around 45%.

5. Services Provided
Table 3.9 shows the proportion of incubators/
accelerators that provide each type of service.
There was little difference between incubators and
accelerators, except that accelerators were somewhat
less likely to provide basic facilities or patent support.
All provided access to networking and communities
and to business mentoring.

Table 3.9: Services and Value-Adds Offered by Incubators
and Accelerators (incubators n=9, accelerators n=16)

Table 3.8: Typical First Round Funding Ask
(incubators n=9, accelerators = 16)
Incubator

# of Firms

<$100,000

3

≈$300,000

3

$500,000 and above

1

Accelerator

# of Firms

<$100,000

2

≈$300,000

9

$500,000 and above

5

Incubator

Accelerator

Basic Facilities Support

89%

59%

Common External Service
Providers

89%

82%

Access to Bank Loans,
Loan Funds

44%

41%

Network/Community
of Entrepreneurs

100%

100%

Business Mentoring/
Training

100%

100%

Investor Introductions

89%

100%

Patent Support

67%

41%

Strategic Alliances

89%

76%

Assistance in Formulating
Business Plans

89%

88%

Help in Improving
Company's Sales Growth

78%

82%

Aid in Internationalizing
Company's Operations

56%

65%

Financial Support

67%

53%

Pitch Competitions

78%

65%

Demo Days

44%

65%

Firm Specific Programs

67%

59%

Industry Sector
Specific Programs

56%

53%

Alumni Network Post
Graduation

67%

71%

Provide Feedback to
Companies If They Are Not
Selected Into the Program

56%

47%
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In terms of the relative importance of the services
provided, there were some similarities but also
significant differences. Figure 3.2 shows a comparison
of the relative ranking. Notably, both ranked business
mentoring/training first, with access to a network/
community of entrepreneurs and investor introductions
also in the top four. The biggest difference was the
importance of providing basic facilities, which incubators
ranked highly and accelerators very low. They held
inverse views on the relative importance of industryspecific and firm-specific programming.

Post-Program Interaction
Virtually all incubators and accelerators reported tracking
the development of their company’s post-graduation,
with about half reporting ongoing mentorship activities,
and about two-thirds providing alumni events. Typically
such events took place at intervals of between three
months and a year.
In terms of the perception of the importance of alumni
services provided, both incubators and accelerators
ranked investor introductions as the most important,
followed by help in securing funding. Providing
introductions to other alumni entrepreneurs was seen
as substantially less important.

Figure 3.2: Relative Importance of Service Provided by Incubators
and Accelerators (incubators n=9, accelerators n=16)
Rank

Service

Service

Rank

1

Business mentoring/training

Business mentoring

1

2

Network/Community of entrepreneurs

Investor introductions

2

3

Basic facilities support and technology
assistance

Network/Community of entrepreneurs

3

4

Investor introductions

Help in improving company’s sales growth

4

5

Firm specific programs

Assistance in formulating business plans

5

6

Help in improving company’s sales growth

Strategic alliances

6

7

Assistance in formulating business plans

Aid in internationalizing company’s
operations

7

8

Patent support

Industry specific programs

8

9

Strategic alliances

Alumni network post graduation

9

10

Common external service providers such
as lawyers, accountants and consultants

Common external service providers such
as lawyers, accountants and consultants

10

11

Pitch competition(s)

Financial support

11

12

Financial support

Demo day(s)

12

13

Aid in internationalizing company’s
operations

Firm specific programs

13

14

Access to bank loans, loan funds and
guarantee programs

Patent support

14

15

Industry specific programs

Provide feedback to companies if they
are not selected into the program

15

16

Alumni network post graduation

Access to bank loans, loan funds and
guarantee programs

16

17

Provide feedback to companies if they are
not selected into the program

Basic facilities support and technology
assistance

17

18

Demo day(s)

Pitch competition(s)

18

19

Other

Other

19

Closing Ranking		

Divergent Ranking
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4. Angel Groups – Survey Analysis
A. Summary
Responses were received from 24 Angel groups that
had been in operation for an average of five years. By
far, the most significant influences in their decision to be
investors were financial motivation and strong passion.
All had formal relationships with a number of different
members of the ecosystem, with incubators and
accelerators being the most common and being seen as
the primary sourcing partners, followed by universities.
They reported having funded 466 investments in
their firms’ lives, 169 of these in 2014. They provided
deal details for 125 of the deals made during 2014. In
choosing investee firms, past entrepreneurial experience
and being a serial entrepreneur were seen as the most
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important, followed by participation in incubator and
accelerator. The quality of management was seen as
a key screening element. Collectively they received
2,112 applications in 2014, of which some 25% of
applicants had the opportunity to make pitches, with a
final acceptance rate of about 8%. Most firms reported
making between six and 10 deals during 2014, with
total investments being in the $500,000 to $5 million
range. Individual investments ranged from $15,000 to
$2 million, with the median investment being $122,500.
About one-third of the deals had co-investors, normally
either other Angel groups or individual investors. Very
few deals had a preplanned exit strategy. The total value
of the investments was just over $80 million.

B. Background
Forty Angel groups were asked to provide details on
how they are structured, how they approach investment
activities, and with which organizations they most
frequently work. They were also asked to describe their
recent deals. We received responses from 24 Angel
groups, who described some 125 deals that took place
within the previous year. (Note: There were actually
109 unique deals because, in a few cases, more than
one Angel group participated in the deal, with each
participant reporting separately.)

1. The Motivations of the Member Investors Within
the Angel Group
Table 4.1 presents the relative importance of motivational
factors for the individual members of the Angel group.
Monetary motivation and passion rate very highly, with
other factors being ranked substantially lower (strategic
fit being the highest of these).

Their years of operation ranged from one to 16, with
an average of around five years. Collectively they
have funded 466 investments, 169 of these within the
previous year. We were also able to access and integrate
some data from NACO’s 2014 Report on Angel Investing
Activity in Canada and have integrated this material with
the survey results.

Table 4.1: Angel Investors – Motivational Factors
(n=24)
Rank

Motivator

VERY STRONG
1

Monetary motivations

2

Strong passion

SOME INFLUENCE
3

Strategic fit

4

Potential tax benefit

5

Fame

6

Use investee to test business strategy

7

Immigration

8

Other
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2. Formal Relationships With Other Ecosystem
Participants
All but four respondents reported that they had formal
relationships with other organizations. As can be seen
from Table 4.2, more than half had relationships with
incubators and accelerators and about one-third had
relationships with venture capitalists and universities.

As Table 4.3 shows, the primary value for Angel group
relationships with both incubators and accelerators was
their use as a sourcing partner. This was confirmed
by an analysis of the third-party contacts involved
in investments actually made, where incubators and
accelerators were, by far, the most likely source when
third parties were involved.
To a lesser degree, many incubators and accelerators
have value as a syndication partner, a co-investor
and a source of education. The smaller number (nine)
with relationships with venture capitalists identify
their usefulness as investment partners in some form
(syndicate, co-investor, help in arranging financing).

Table 4.2: Angel Groups – Relationships With Other
Entrepreneur Ecosystem Partners (n=24)
Organization Type

Number of Angel groups
that have a relation with
these organization types

Incubators

14

58%

Accelerators

13

54%

Venture Capitals

9

38%

Universities

8

33%

Other Organizations

4

17%

None

6

25%

Table 4.3: Value of Relationships With Other Entrepreneur
Ecosystem Partners (n=24)
Incubator

Accelerator

Venture Capitals

Universities

Sourcing Partner - Helps in deal flow

93%

92%

56%

75%

Prospective Syndicate Partner

33%

38%

78%

0%

Education Partner

40%

31%

22%

50%

Prospective Co-investor

33%

23%

67%

12.50%

Prospective setups that may help in financing
the investee firms in future rounds

13%

15%

56%

25%

Other

13%

0%

0%

12.50%
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Only six had relationships with universities, primarily as
a sourcing partner, with four mentioning education value.

3. Important Factors Used in the Evaluation
of Investee Firms
The Angel groups were asked to rank the importance
of a number of characteristics of potential investee
firms. The most important factors related to prior
entrepreneurial experience, with participation in

incubator accelerators being of some importance,
followed by industry awards and tax advantages.
Interestingly, being environmentally friendly or having
a history of crowdfunding were not seen as important.
In the vast majority of cases, the due diligence was
done by a member of the Angel group (about 90%), or
a member of another Angel group (about 9%). Almost
no use was made of professional services firms such as
consultants or accountants.

Table 4.4: Ranking of Characteristics of Potential
Investee Firms (n=23)
Rank

Characteristics of Potential Investees

MOST IMPORTANT
1

Past entrepreneurial experience

2

Serial entrepreneur

IMPORTANT
3

Joined an incubator or accelerator program
in the past

4

Obtained competitive research funding

5

Have tax advantage

6

Received industry award

LESS IMPORTANT
7

Environmentally friendly

8

Have had crowdfunding history
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Similarly, they were asked to rank the importance of
specific screening criteria, as shown in Table 4.5. The
most important factor was the quality and track record
of the management team; with product and market
criteria, along with more specific investment criteria,
clumped together as the next most important. The firm’s
background was seen as slightly less important.

4. Value Provided to the Investee Firms

Table 4.5: Ranking of Potential Investee Firms
Screening Criteria (n=24)

Table 4.6: Ranking of Services Provided by the Angel
Groups to the Investee Firms (n=24)

Rank

Criterion
1

Management

2

Product

2

Market

4

Investment

5

Firm

The Angel firms were also asked to identify what they
thought were the most important value-add services
they provided to the investee companies. The results
are shown in Table 4.6. Perhaps not surprisingly, they
ranked the majority of the choices quite highly. In
particular, providing advice was ranked most highly,
followed by mentorship (the difference between the two
being the relative frequency and formality), with helping
secure funding (both additional funding and introduction
to follow-on investors) also being seen as significant
value-add. Interestingly, while providing board members
was seen as an important service, providing staff
members was seen as relatively unimportant.

Rank

Service

MOST IMPORTANT
1

Advice/Consultation

IMPORTANT
2

Regular mentorship

3

Bring in new deals, business relations and
contracts

4

Introduction to follow-on investors

5

Sit on the board of directors

6

Help in secure additional funding/co-investors

LESS IMPORTANT
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7

Join the company as a formal staff member

8

Other

5. Opportunities Reviewed and Investments
Made by the Angel Firms
Sixteen of the respondent Angel groups provided
information on their screening and investment activities
over the last year. Collectively the firms reported having
2,112 applications in 2014, with 519 pitches being given,
185 being subjected to due diligence and 169 receiving
investments. (Note: The number of Angel groups
reporting in each category varied.)

Figure 4.1 shows the relationship between opportunities
considered, pitches/presentations received, due
diligence carried out, and investments made. To ensure
consistency, this figure includes only those firms that
provided data in all categories (nine of the original
16). Thus, about 23% of applicants were given the
opportunity to make presentations, with about one-half
of these proceeding to due diligence. Investments were
made in almost 70% of those undergoing due diligence.
Thus, about 8% of the original applicants received
investment. In most cases (79%) the investment took
the form of common shares.

Figure 4.1: Angel Groups Investment Funnel
(n=9)

1464

331

172

(23%)

(12%)

114 (8%)

Applications

Pitched/Presented

Due Diligence

Investments
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In total, the 16 Angels groups made 169 investments,
with a total value of just over $60 million. The average
investment was about $380,000, with the average firm
making about 10 investments. Table 4.7 shows the
distribution of investments by firm and Table 4.8 shows
the range of the total investment.

Table 4.7: Number of Investments per Firm in 2014
(n=16)
1–5
deals

6–10
deals

11–15
deals

16–20
deals

20+
deals

3

7

2

2

2

Table 4.8: Level of Total Investment per Firm in 2014
(n=16)
Less than
$1 million

$1–5
million

$5–10
million

Over
$10 million

6

8

1

1
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6. An Examination of Specific Deals
Eighteen of the Angel groups provided details of the
deals they carried out during 2014, and 125 deals
were described. In some deals, more than one of the
Angel groups were involved. In total these 125 deals
involved some $83 million of investment. The level
of detail provided in different sections of the survey
varied widely. Where relevant, the number responding
in a specific area is provided as part of the discussion.
76% of the deals were new deals, with 24% being
follow-up investment. Employee information was
provided for 33 of the companies, with employment
ranging from three to 37, with an average of seven.

In making the first contact with the Angel group,
about half of the firms (n=112) used email or other
online approach, with another third using a third-party
introduction. Incubators, accelerators and other
Angel investors were the most common sources,
with a much smaller portion coming from venture
capitalists, industries, industry associations and
government bodies. None were reported as coming
from professional firms (consultants or accountants)
or from social media sources.

In carrying out due diligence, the vast majority (87%) of
groups used their own members to carry out the work,
followed by the use of other Angel investors (9%). In only
one case was a consulting or accounting firm involved.
Table 4.9 shows the geographic distribution of the
business funded.

Table 4.9: Geographic Distribution of Business Funded
(n=91)
Location

# unique companies

Alberta

11

British Columbia

13

Manitoba

8

New Brunswick

3

Ontario

51

Quebec

1

Saskatoon

2

USA

2

Unknown

18

Grand Total

109
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The levels of investment varied considerably, as shown
in Figure 4.2, from $15,000–2 million, with the average
investment being some $271,000. However, the median
investment was much lower, at $122,500, as the skewed
nature of the Figure 4.2 plot indicates.

Figure 4.2: Level of Investment
(n=124)
80
70

# Investments

60
50
40
30
20

Investment Amount (CAD)
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About one-third (52) of the deals had co-investors. As
Table 4.10 shows, these were split evenly between other
Angel groups and individual investors, with very limited
partnerships with other sources, although about 21%
did have a combination of sources.
Some participants provided details of their level of
involvement with the investees’ businesses (n=52). Most
frequently this consisted of holding a board seat (35%) or
acting as an advisor (27%). In a small number of cases,
they provided management or industry introductions.

Table 4.10: Type of Co-Investors
(n=52)

Participants also provided some details on their
experience related to the primary industry of the
investees’ businesses (n=61). Table 4.11 shows the
nature of the experience provided, with the major
experience spread across entrepreneurship in the
industry, operating and management experience.
In most cases, this was general experience in the
same sector, with only six claiming core experience
for the business.

Table 4.11: Angel Investors’ Experience
(n=61)
Percentage
Breakdown

Other Angel Groups

42%

Individual Angel Investors

42%

Labour Sponsored
Venture Capital Firms

2%

BDCapital

0%

Other Venture Capital Firms

2%

Government

4%

Strategic Partner

0%

Other

4%

Combination of Above

21%

Unknown

0%

Type of Experience

Type of Co-investor

# (%)
Operating

43%

Entrepreneurship

51%

Management

41%

Finance/Accounting

27%

Technical

22%
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Only 12 of the Angel groups had a preplanned exit
strategy at the time of the deal, with most of them
expecting a trade sale. Two expected a company
buyback or an IPO. However, a higher number,
18, claim to have advised the entrepreneur about their
exit expectations.

Finally, Angel groups were asked to indicate whether
they supported some statements on the future of
crowdfunding. There responses are shown in Table
4.12. These suggest that, while Angels are somewhat
conservative about the growth of crowdsourcing,
they do see crowdfunding becoming a more important
source of funds with a need for better and more
flexible regulation.

Table 4.12: Angel Investors’ Opinion on Crowdfunding
(n=61)
Statement

# supported

It will grow to be a main financing channel for startups in Canada

7

It will be used to source deal flow by Angel investors

11

Regulation on crowdfunding will evolve to be more flexible

13

Scope is limited due to the problems associated with investor rights
protection, cash flow distribution, and long-term cost of capital

7
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5. Venture Capitalists – Survey Analysis
A. Summary
Responses were received from eight venture capital
(VC) firms; three had been in business for more than 15
years, and four had existed for less than five years. They
tended to focus on a relatively small number of industries
(two to five), with the most frequent being Life Sciences
and Information and Communication Technologies (ICT).
Most had formal relationships with other firms, most
commonly with accelerators.
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They were most interested in companies in the
early-growth and accelerated-growth stages. Of 2,160
applications in 2014, 11 were accepted for investment,
less than 1%. Overall, they reported total investments
in the range of $2.5–26 million, with an average
investment of $1.7 million per deal. All discussed
exit expectations with their investee firms, and four
had reported successful exits in 2014. In selecting
investments, the most important criteria were
the startups industry outlook, management team
qualifications, product traction and exit expectations.

B. Background

1. Investment Activities

Of the eight venture capitalist firms providing responses,
four had been in operation for between one and five
years and three had over 15 years of existence. All but
one had a national or international focus. Primarily,
they chose their own business location for reasons
of access to talent and local government policies.
Only one mentioned that this was due to the residence
location of the members.

The fund size of each venture capitalist firm is shown
in Figure 5.1.

Each had a degree of industry focus, ranging from
two to five industries; the frequency of each of these
is shown in Table 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Size of Investment Fund
(n=8)

Sector

n

Information and Communication Technologies

6

Life Sciences

5

Clean Technologies

4

Manufacturing

4

Energy

2

Other

4

$160
$140
Size of Fund ($ millions)

Table 5.1: Industries Most Targeted
(n=8)

$120
$100
$80
$60
$40
$20
$–
2

1

5

7

4

3

6

8

Venture Capital Firms
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The level of interest in each stage of business
development is shown in Table 5.2, with the highest
levels being in the early-growth and acceleratedgrowth stages.

All but one of the firms had some formal relationships
with other organizations, the most mentioned
being accelerators. Table 5.3 shows the number of
relationships reported for each type of organization.
Only four firms indicated the nature of the value of
these relationships, and Table 5.4 shows the number
of mentions of each. Regardless of whether or not
they had a formal relationship, all but one contacted
incubators and accelerators in their regions to get
exposure to the participating companies.

Table 5.3: Formal Relationships
(n=8)

Table 5.2: Levels of Interest in Startup Stages
(n=8)
Stage and Rank

Type of Organization

#

Incubators

3

Accelerators

4

Angel groups

3

Universities

2

Innovation hub

1

None

1

# VCs

% VCs

Research & Development – 1

2

25%

Prototype – 2

2

25%

1st-generation – 3

3

38%

Early-growth - 4

6

75%

Accelerated-growth – 5

4

50%

Incubator

Mature – 6

1

13%
13%

No – 7

1
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Table 5.4: Nature of Relationship Value
(n=8)
Value of Relationship

Accelerator

3

Sourcing

3

0

Syndicate

0

0

Education

2

0

Co-investor

0

0

Financing future

1

0

Other

0

Six firms provided details of their application and
acceptance rates. As shown in Figure 5.2, of 2,160
applications, 315 (15%) were chosen for due diligence
and 11 accepted for investments, an acceptance
rate of less than 1%. Of these, seven were first-time
investments.

In terms of investment levels per startup firm, Table 5.5
shows the range of investments across the eight firms.

Figure 5.2: VC Firms Investment Funnel
(n=6)

Table 5.5: Typical Investment in a Startup
(n=8)
Investment Range

2160

315

11

Applications

# Reporting

Up to $200,000

1

$200,000–500,000

3

$500,000–1 million

0

Over $1 million

4

(15%)

(less than 1%)

Accepted for Investments

Due Diligence
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Six firms reported on the value of their investment
activities during 2014, with total investments ranging
from $2.5 million to $26 million (Table 5.6), with an
average investment of $1.7 million per deal. All of the
firms reported they discussed exit expectations with the
entrepreneurs of their firms investee startups prior to
investment, and four of the firms reported that they had
successful exits in 2014 (a total of 6 exits – four M&A/
Trade Sales, one IPO and one Secondary purchase).
Three of the venture capitalist firms indicated that, if the
startup’s exit was not in their firm’s best favour, they
required compensation from the investee startup.

Five of the firms had co-invested or syndicated with
Angel groups, and when they did, it sometimes had an
impact on some aspects of the deal. Table 5.7 show the
areas impacted and the number of mentions of each.
As Table 5.8 shows, the most common Angel
contribution was to increase the investment amount.

Table 5.6: Levels of Investment by Firm in 2014
(n=6)

Table 5.7: Aspects of Deal Impacted When Angels Involved
(n=7)

# of
Investments

Total Value
($)

Average Value
($)

2

2,500,000

1,250,000

12

5,500,000

458,333

8

12,000,000

1,500,000

12

15,000,000

1,250,000

6

24,000,000

4,000,000

10

26,000,000

2,600,000

Aspect

Mentions

Deal size

3

Number of contract terms

3

Financing method

3

Number of board seats

2

Other

1

Table 5.8: Contribution of the Angel Investor
(n=5)
Angel Contribution
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Mentions

Increased investment amount

5

Professional guidance/advice

4

Signalling the value of investee firm

1

Introducing new deals/contracts

2

2. Selection Criteria
Table 5.9 shows the relative importance of the various
selection criteria for investment. Four areas stand out
as of high importance – industry outlook, management
team qualifications, product traction, and exit
expectations. Factors such as the business plan or the
size of the deal were seen as of medium importance,
while those related to the prior history of the firm had
low importance.

When further questioned about the management team
qualifications, they ranked integrity, track record and
judgement most highly; but, except for the size of the
management team, all of the criteria were seen as
important. Table 5.10 shows the ranking.

Table 5.9: Selection Criteria
(n=7)
Rank

Criterion

HIGH
1

Startup industry outlook

2

Management team qualifications

3

Product traction

4

Exit expectation (for both the VC fund and the
investee firm)

MEDIUM
5

Business plan feasibility

6

Startup’s existing competition

7

The fund’s ability to guide the investee firm

8

Size of the deal

Table 5.10: Ranking of Management Team Criteria
(n=7)
Rank
HIGH

Startup having received Angel investment(s)

10

Startup’s participation in an accelerator
program

11

Startup’s participation in an incubator program

12

Startup having received funding through a
crowdfunding platform

13

Other

1

Integrity and trustworthiness

2

Track record of the team

3

Good judgment

FAIRLY HIGH

LOW
9

Criterion

4

Efficient cooperation in the team

5

Social skills (presentation, negotiating,
leadership)

5

High level of energy and strong passion

7

Complementarity of each member’s
background and experience

8

Management team size

LOW
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When asked about the relative value of services
provided to investees, most were seen as having high
value. As Table 5.11 shows, only providing feedback
to rejected companies and providing staff were seem
as providing little value. On average, VCs met about
12 times with each investee firm.

Table 5.11: Value of Services Provided
(n=7)
Rank

Criterion

HIGH
1

Help in securing additional funding/
co-investors

2

Advice/Consultation

2

Introduction to follow-on investors

4

Regular mentorship

5

Bring in new deals, business relationships
and contracts

6

Sit on the board of directors

7

Provide feedback to companies if they are not
selected for investment or into our program

8

Join the company as a formal staff member

LOW
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6. Entrepreneurs – Survey Analysis
A. Summary
Fifty-four entrepreneurs responded to the survey. A very
high proportion (50%) were from the Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) industry, followed by
Life Sciences and Services. Most had been in operation
for less than four years, and reported three or fewer
employees and members of the management team.

from their interactions with the incubator. The most
important areas of value were reported to be provision
of basic facilities, the network and community, access to
external professionals, and industry-specific programs.
20% had relationships with accelerators, typically taking
less than four months from application to joining.

Over 60% had joined an incubator, taking anywhere
from one month to a year for acceptance. Residence
period ranged from a few months to over 24 months.
84% of the startups reported getting significant value

The most frequent source of funding was self, family and
friends (65%), followed by Angel groups and government
grants. Thirteen had relationships with Angel groups
and five had relationships with VCs.
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B. Background
Organizations were recruited through a variety of
means, primarily electronic. Requests for participation
were done through a number of intermediaries who
had access to early-stage entrepreneurs, including
participants in a number of incubators and accelerators.
Thus, the responses and industry sectors represented
an opportunistic rather than a structured sample.

In all, 54 responses from startups were received.
Table 6.1 shows the industries represented, with ICT
companies representing almost half of the participants.
As Figure 6.1 demonstrates, most were established
between 2013 and 2015.

Table 6.1: Industry Sectors
(n=50)
Industry Sector

# Companies

%

Information and
Communication
Technologies

25

50%

Life Sciences

6

12%

Services

4

8%

Clean Tech

3

6%

Energy

1

2%

Manufacturing

0

0%

Other

11

22%

Figure 6.1: Year Established
(n=49)
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Most firms reported having between zero to four full-time
employees at the end of 2014 (see Figure 6.2), and
a similar range of members of the management team
(see Figure 6.3).

When asked for reasons for their choice of business
location, the most important reasons given were
(most mentioned first):
•

Ease of funding

•

Access to talent

•

Living nearby

Figure 6.2: Full-Time Employees at the End of 2014
(n=53)
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Figure 6.3: Members of Management Team at the End of 2014
(n=54)
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5

6

More

The businesses identified the incubator through a variety
of sources, as shown in Table 6.2, with word of mouth
and university affiliation being the most significant.

1. Relationships With Incubators
Thirty-three businesses, 61% of the total, had joined
an incubator, typically taking from one to 12 months
from application to acceptance. They spent significant
time in the incubator, with 12 reporting being there
for two years or more. Figure 6.4 shows the range
of time spent. Six reported that they had been turned
down in their application to join an incubator and eight
indicated a future intent to apply.

Figure 6.4: Time Spent in Incubator
(n=27)
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Table 6.2: Finding the Incubator
(n=29)
# Companies

%

Word of mouth

13

45%

University

10

34%

Internet search

4

14%

Pitch competition

4

14%

Government

3

10%

Meetings organized
by incubators

3

10%

Online portals

1

3%

Other

3

10%
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As shown in Table 6.3, most firms (about 84%) found
a medium to high overall level of value from their
interactions with incubators, with only five (16%)
reporting little or no value. Table 6.4 shows the services
judged to be of most value.

In terms of possible improvements to the incubators,
23 looked for more company-specific training, with some
limited interest in a different program duration and larger
programs. Table 6.5 shows the detailed responses.

Table 6.3: Overall Value of the Incubator
(n=31)
Rating

#

%

High

12

39%

Medium

14

45%

Low

5

16%

Table 6.4: Areas of Most Value From the Use of Incubator
(n=32)
Rank

Criterion

HIGH VALUE
1

Basic facilities support and technology
assistance

2

Network/Community of entrepreneurs

2

Common external service providers such
as lawyers, accountants and consultants

4

Industry-specific programs

Table 6.5: How Incubators Could Be Improved
(n=37)

SIGNIFICANT VALUE
5

Firm-specific programs

6

Strategic alliances

7

Alumni network post-graduation

8

Business mentoring/training

9

Assistance in formulating business plans

10

Access to bank loans, loan funds and
guarantee programs

11

Help in improving company’s sales growth

12

Provide feedback to companies if they are
not selected into the program

13

Aid in internationalizing company’s operations

14

Investor introductions

LESS VALUE
14

Demo day(s)

16

Pitch competition(s)

17

Patent support

18

Financial support

19

Other
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#

%

Provide company-specific
training or help

23

62%

Adjust program length

5

14%

Enlarge program size

4

11%

Patent and funding support

3

8%

Problem solving

1

3%

No changes

1

3%

2. Relationships With Accelerators
Eleven businesses, 20% of the total, had relationships
with accelerators. The time taken to join the accelerator
was significantly faster than that reported for joining
incubators, with most taking less than four months to
join. Seven reported that they had been turned down in
their application to join an accelerator and 21 indicated
a future intent to apply.
Figure 6.5 shows the number of weeks the businesses
spent in the accelerator.

Figure 6.5: Time Spent in Accelerator
(n=11)

Most frequently, the accelerator was identified through
word of mouth or Internet search. (See Table 6.6)
Most (nine) found the accelerator to provide reasonable
overall value, with two seeing little or no value. In terms
of possible improvements to the accelerators, seven
looked for more company-specific training, with one
each suggesting a larger program, a longer program
duration, access to funding and more follow-up
post-program.

Table 6.6: Funding the Accelerator
(n=12)
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#

%

Word of mouth

5

42%

Internet search

3

25%

Meetings organized by
accelerators

2

17%

University

1

8%

Online portals

1

8%

Pitch competition

0

0%

Government

0

0%

Other

2

17%
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In choosing an incubator or accelerator, the most
significant criteria were relevance to the business’s
industry, a trusted referral and location. Table 6.7 shows
the complete ranking.

Table 6.8 shows the relevant importance of the different
services provided by the incubator or accelerator, with
provision of basic facilities, networks, access to external
services, and industry-specific programs being seen as
most important.

Table 6.8: Criteria for Selecting Incubator/Accelerator
(n=33)
Rank

Criterion

MOST IMPORTANT

Table 6.7: Reasons for Choosing an Incubator
or Accelerator (n=11)
Rank

Criterion

HIGH
1

Industry relevance

2

Trusted referral

3

Location

MEDIUM
4

Program length

5

Links to Angel

6

Reputation

LOWER
7

Rolling acceptance

8

Financial aid

9

Other
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1

Basic facilities support and technology
assistance

2

Network/Community of entrepreneurs

3

Common external service providers such
as lawyers, accountants and consultants

4

Industry-specific programs

QUITE IMPORTANT
5

Firm-specific programs

6

Strategic alliances

7

Alumni network post-graduation

8

Business mentoring/training

9

Assistance in formulating business plans

10

Access to bank loans, loan funds and
guarantee programs

11

Help in improving company’s sales growth

12

Provide feedback to companies if they are
not selected into the program

13

Aid in internationalizing company’s operations

14

Investor introductions

LESS IMPORTANT
14

Demo day(s)

16

Pitch competition(s)

17

Patent support

18

Financial support

19

Other

3. Access to Funding

4. Working with Angel Groups and VCs

As Table 6.9 shows, the most frequent source of
funding was from self and family, followed by Angels
and government grants. VCs and banks were the least
reported sources.

Thirteen firms provided feedback on their relationships
with Angel groups. The most frequently mentioned
method of finding the Angel group that invested in them
was by word of mouth, followed by meetings organized
by the Angel groups (see Table 6.10).

Table 6.9: Sources of Funding
(n=52)

Table 6.10: How Did the Firm Hear About the Investing
Angel Group? (n=14)
#

%

Family friends/self

34

65%

Angel group

12

23%

Government grant

9

17%

Personal relationships

8

15%

Crowdfunding

6

12%

Venture capital firms

4

8%

Banker

2

4%

#

%

Word of mouth

10

71%

Meetings organized by
Angel groups

7

50%

Pitch competition

6

43%

Other

4

29%

Government

3

21%

Internet search

2

14%

Online portals

1

7%

Universities

0

0%
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The majority met with Angels either monthly or quarterly.
Most were happy with the frequency of meetings, with
three who met quarterly wishing to have had more
meetings. Interestingly, the three who met semi-annually
or annually were satisfied with that frequency.
Table 6.11 shows the value attributed to various aspects
of the Angel group/VC relationship.
Five firms provided feedback on their relationships with
venture capital firms. The most frequently mentioned
methods of finding the VC group that invested in them
was by word of mouth.

Table 6.12 shows how the firms heard about their
investing VC. One mentioned they met at an incubator
Christmas party!
When asked about the relevant importance of the
selection criteria they consider while choosing between
financing channels, participants gave all the criteria
suggested a significant level of importance. Table 6.13
shows the split between the most important and the
fairly important criteria.

Table 6.12: How Did the Firm Hear About the Investing
Venture Capital Firms? (n=7)

Table 6.11: Value of Angel Group Relationship
(n=49)
Rank

Criterion

#

%

Word of mouth

2

40%

Other

2

40%

Internet search

1

20%

Government

1

20%

Meetings organized by VCs

1

20%

Pitch competition

0

0%

University

0

0%

Online portals

0

0%

HIGH
1

Advice/Consultation

2

Board of directors

3

Regular mentorship

4

Feedback to non-selected firms

Rank

Criterion

VERY IMPORTANT

MEDIUM
5

New deals/relations

6

Secure additional funding

7

Intros to investors

8

Staff member in company

LOWER
9

Table 6.13: Selection Criteria for Choosing Financing
Channels (n=53)

Other

1

Long-term cost of capital

1

Time required to obtain funding

3

Strategic assistance

3

Services offered in addition to financial
support

5

Amount of financing available

6

Influence on daily operations

SOMEWHAT LESS IMPORTANT
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7

Entry barrier/accessibility

8

Existing channel of the capital

9

Control rights over the firm

7. Ecosystem Interconnection Analysis
A. Interest in Stages of Evolution of the Startup 54
B. Services Provided by Incubator/Accelerator

54

C. Services Provided by Angel Groups
and Venture Capitalists

56
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7. Ecosystem Interconnection Analysis
A. Interest in Stages of Evolution of the Startup

B. Services Provided by Incubator/Accelerator

Figure 7.1 shows the stages of most interest to each of
the supporting entities.

Incubators and accelerators were asked to rate
the importance of the services each provided and
entrepreneurs were asked to rank the importance of
the services offered by the incubators and accelerators.
(Note: they provided only one ranking for incubator/
accelerator and did not differentiate between the two in
their responses). Figure 7.2 shows the responses from
each, using the entrepreneur ranking as the base.

Figure 7.1: Levels of Interest in the Stages of Evolution
of a Startup
1
R&D

2
Prototype

3
1st-gen
product, initial
marketing

4
Early-growth

5
Acceleratedgrowth
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•••••

•••••
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Venture capital firm
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Significant differences can be observed. Differences of
six or more places in ranking were chosen to identify
the key areas of difference and these are identified
in the Figure. Notably, in the entrepreneurs’ top four,
access to a network/community of entrepreneurs
was the only common response. Accelerators ranked
providing physical space much lower (and only 60%
provided such services), with incubators giving much
less importance to providing industry-specific programs
(and only about half of either incubators or accelerators

provided them). Neither incubators nor accelerators
gave access to professional service as having as much
importance as entrepreneurs.
Also of interest is that both incubators and accelerators
ranked business mentoring/training as their most
important service, whereas entrepreneurs ranked
it only eighth. Similarly, entrepreneurs ranked investor
introductions much lower than incubators and
accelerators.

Figure 7.2: Comparative Ranking of Service Provided
by Incubators and Accelerators
MOST IMPORTANT

ENTREPRENEURS

INCUBATORS

ACCELERATORS

Basic facilities support and technology assistance

1

3

17

Network/Community of entrepreneurs

2

2

3

Common external service providers such as lawyers,
accountants and consultants

3

10

10

Industry specific programs

4

15

8

Firm specific programs

5

5

13

Strategic alliance

6

9

6

Alumni network post graduation

7

16

9

Business mentoring/training

8

1

1

Assistance in formulating business plans

9

7

3

Access to bank loans, loan funds and guarantee
programs

10

14

16

Help in improving company’s sales growth

11

6

4

Provide feedback to companies if they are not
selected into the program

12

17

15

Aid in internationalizing company’s operations

13

12

7

Investor introductions

14

4

2

Demo day(s)

15

18

12

Pitch competition(s)

16

11

18

Patent support

17

8

14

QUITE IMPORTANT

LESS IMPORTANT

Financial support

18

12

11

Other

19

19

19

Accelerator/Incubator ranked 6 or more places lower
Accelerator/Incubator ranked 6 or more places higher
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C. Services Provided by Angel Groups and
Venture Capitalists

Figure 7.3 shows the responses from each, using the
entrepreneur ranking as the base. With a couple of
exceptions, all three were in fairly close agreement as
to the most important services, with providing advice,
mentorship and access to new deals ranking high.
The major differences were that entrepreneurs ranked
the provision of a board director higher than the Angels
and VCs and that, while VCs saw their top service
as providing additional funding, the entrepreneurs
did not agree.

Angel groups and VCs were asked to rate the
importance of the services each provided and
entrepreneurs were asked to rank the importance
of those services offered.

Figure 7.3: Comparative Ranking of Service Provided
Angel Groups and Venture Capital Firms
Services

Entrepreneur

Angel Group

VC

Advice

1

1

2

Director

2

5

4

Mentorship

3

2

5

New Deals

4

3

2

Follow-on investors

5

4

6

Additional Funding

6

6

1

Staff Member

7

7

7

Other

8

8

8
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8. Conclusions
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8. Conclusion
One of the key objectives for this study was to gain an
initial perspective on the early investment ecosystem
that provides a baseline for future work. We received
a good level of response from each of the categories,
although it would have been useful to have a broader
sample of VCs and entrepreneurs. In particular, the
sample of entrepreneurs was opportunistic, using a
variety of contact methods to solicit input. While the
respondents may not be typical of entrepreneurs as a
whole, they do seem to represent the higher-growth
target startups that were the prime interest of the study.
A significant proportion participated in incubators and
accelerators and were looking for external funding from
either Angel investors or VCs. It is also interesting to note
that the relative proportions of industries represented
(with Information and Communication Technologies
being the largest, followed by Life-Sciences) are
consistent with other research on the industries most
funded by Angel investors and VCs.
While incubators and accelerators are often seen as
quite distinct entities, the responses from each in
this study were more similar than might be expected.
For example, both are interested across a similar set
of growth stages and offer programs of quite similar
elapsed time, with accelerators showing just a slight
interest bias toward later stages. This is surprising, as
accelerators are often thought to provide fast assistance
over a relatively short period of time. Accelerators were,
however, significantly faster in accepting new entrants
than incubators. Some of these responses may be due
to the use of an identical survey for both incubators and
accelerators, and the next study will consider using a
separate instrument for each.
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The difference between how the entrepreneurs
view services provided by the accelerators and
how incubators and accelerators view themselves
is also revealing. Notably, entrepreneurs were more
interested in receiving industry- and company-specific
guidance and less interested in some of the services
that incubators and accelerators thought to be most
valuable. This should provide some areas for reflection
by the incubators and accelerators.
Both Angel groups and VCs provided details of their
opportunity pipeline and identified a relatively low
acceptance rate. This is consistent with other studies
in the North American environment, but it does raise
the question of how those entrepreneurs who were not
funded by these sources access the funds needed to
launch and grow their businesses. This is also an area
worthy of further investigation in the next study.
Angel groups were fairly conservative in their views of
crowdfunding. While this was seen as a growing source
of funding, less than half saw it as a major source of
funding or expected to be involved in any crowdsourcing
activity. This is another area that will be investigated
further in future studies.
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